
 

Professional Car Interior Detailing: A Closer Look at Essential 

Cleaning Services 

 

Car owners need to protect their car interiors and promote a healthy environment inside the 

car. A vehicle’s interiors can be damaged greatly through daily commutes or occasional 

vacation trips. Mobile car detailing Melbourne professionals can handle various issues like 

stains on the seats, dirt in the carpet, or dust inside the air vents with precision. When you 

call detailing professionals for car interior detailing services, you can expect the following 

things:  

Steam Cleaning for Deep Sanitization 

Steam cleaning is a standout service among car detailing service providers. They use 

specialized equipment to force high-temperature steam into various parts of the car to clean 

it deeply. The high temperature of steam eliminates germs and is good for stain removal 

from the interior of a car. Some odours are also removed by deep steam cleaning.  

Stain Removal Techniques 

Mobile detailing Melbourne professionals use special techniques to remove the stains inside 

the car, like those on the seats, or other fabrics of the car. They can use pH-neutral chemicals 

to avoid damage to the fabrics. Effective techniques like these leave no side effects on the 

precious parts of the car while removing the stains.  

Carpet Cleaning Using Special Methods 

Carpets can be messy and irritating, especially when you are returning from a beach trip or a 

similar family outing. Extraction tools are used to remove dirt from carpets without causing 

damage. Professional detailers can restore the showroom look of carpets with specialized 

chemicals that remove dirt and grim from all parts.  

Protection for hard and soft surfaces 
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The hard and soft parts of the car are treated differently by car detailing professionals. Most 

car detailers can provide a wide variety of coatings and conditioners for different car parts 

for added protection. For example, UV-resistant coating is done to prevent hard parts from 

losing their colour in the sun. Conditioners are used to maintain the soft touch of leather 

seats.  

Special vacuums and similar advanced instruments are also used to remove dirt from deep 

crevices like air vents, seat tracks, and parts that trap lots of dirt inside.  

About 88 Detailing: 

88 Detailing is a car detailing service provider that offers detailing services like steam 

cleaning, advanced stain removal, ceramic coating Melbourne, and more for complete car 

detailing. Its professionals use eco-friendly and pH-neutral products to ensure the car stays 

in pristine condition! 

Check out car detailing plans by visiting https://88detailing.com/ 
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